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	Winner: 2012 The American Publishers Award for Professional and Scholarly Excellence in Theology and Religious Studies, PROSE Award.

	

	In this thought-provoking new work, the world renowned theologian Gary Dorrien reveals how Kantian and post-Kantian idealism were instrumental in the foundation and development of modern Christian theology.

	
		Presents a radical rethinking of the roots of modern theology
	
		Reveals how Kantian and post-Kantian idealism were instrumental in the foundation and development of modern Christian theology
	
		Shows how it took Kant's writings on ethics and religion to launch a fully modern departure in religious thought
	
		Dissects Kant's three critiques of reason and his moral conception of religion
	
		Analyzes alternative arguments offered by Schleiermacher, Schelling, Hegel, and others - moving historically and chronologically through key figures in European philosophy and theology
	
		Presents notoriously difficult and intellectual arguments in a lucid and accessible manner
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Dannemora: Two Escaped Killers, Three Weeks of Terror, and the Largest Manhunt Ever in New York StateCitadel, 2019

	The Prison Break, the Manhunt, the Inside Story

	 

	In June 2015, two vicious convicted murderers broke out of the Clinton Correctional Facility in Dannemora, in New York’s North Country, launching the most extensive manhunt in state history. Aided by prison employee Joyce Mitchell, double murderer Richard...
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MCTS 70-640 Cert Guide: Windows Server 2008 Active Directory, ConfiguringQue, 2011

	MCTSWindows Server 2008 Active Directory, Configuring Cert Guide (Exam 70-640) is designed for network administrators, network engineers, and consultants who are pursuing the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) or Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) certifications for Windows Server 2008. This book covers the “TS:...
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Professional IronPython (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2010

	Create applications that are more responsive to user needs


	IronPython should be an important part of your developer's toolbox and this book will quickly get you up and running with this powerful language. John Paul Mueller clearly shows how IronPython can help you create better desktop or web-based applications in less...
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80X86 IBM PC and Compatible Computers: Assembly Language, Design, and Interfacing Volumes I & IIPrentice Hall, 2002

	Praised by experts for its clarity and topical breadth, this visually appealing, one-stop source on PCs uses an easy-to-understand, step-by-step approach to teaching the fundamentals of 80x86 assembly language programming and PC architecture. Offering users a fun, hands-on learning experience, it uses the Debug utility to show what action the...
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The Warrior Code: 11 Principles to Unleash the Badass Inside of YouSt Martin Press, 2019

	
		From American Grit co-star, former Marine Gunnery Sergeant Tee Marie Hanible comes the story of how she became a warrior...and how you can do it, too.

	
		In The Warrior Code, entrepreneur, philanthropist, reality star, and retired Gunnery Sergeant Tee Marie Hanible serves up eleven principles to awaken...
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, Third EditionSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new CCNA exam, 640-607. Written by a Cisco internetworking expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  Configuration practice with a Router Fundamentals...
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